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erudition. He was chosen as the Canon of Saint Omer, by which name he is now known.
His most important work is an encyclopedia of biblical, theological, geographical,
natural historical and musical themes entitled Liber floridus [Book of Flowers], completed
around 1120 and which was composed of extracts from approximately 192 different
works. The collection is made up of more than 300 abstract pieces of works by a large
number of authors, among which we find Capella, Macrobius, Orosius, Isidorus, and
Beda. The worlds are taken from the writings of these authors, and their whole makes
up a very significant cartographic encyclopedia, all the more since the most important
world map is one of the most complete and represents a most useful link between the
antique maps (Ptolemy, Capella) and the first maps of Isidorus and Beatus. In this
treatise Lambert compiled a chronicle or history that reaches to the year 1119; it contains
various maps, including a mappamundi, which originally, like the text, has a date at least
earlier than 1125, and has survived in three forms: in the manuscripts of Ghent,
Wolfenbüttel, and Paris. In spite of a clearly expressed intention of supplying a complete
world map, the oldest copy, the Ghent manuscript, only includes a map of Europe, two
Macrobian-zone sketches (#201) and a T-O design (#205). This particular manuscript
copy seems to have been written by Lambert himself, certainly not later than 1125, and
contains some remarkable peculiarities with regards to Europe. The Wolfenbüttel and
Paris copies, dating from about 1150, are simply different copies from the same original,
which was doubtless of Lambert’s own draftsmanship (although in a 1936 monograph
entitled Die Weltkarte des Martianus Capella, Richard Uhden has pointed out that the
world map contained in the Wolfenbüttel copy carries a legend ascribing the original to
Martianus Capella [in translation… “The geometric sphere of Martianus Felix Capella, of
Carthage in Africa, and a round and global figure of the extent of the earth with its various
divisions and the double band of the ocean which surrounds the world.”]. The correctness of the
ascription is further verified by the identity of various other legends on the map with
passages in the Satyricon or De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii . . . by Martianus Capella.
These maps, which are based upon Capella’s design, contain an equatorial ocean but are
quite different than the Macrobian zone-maps. The ecliptic is usually shown, with the
twelve signs of the zodiac, and the generalization of the coastlines is rounded in nature.
Most of these maps are characteristically oriented to the East (although some show a
northern orientation), and have a large amount of text in the southern continent. The
climatic zones may or may not be explicitly shown. Regularly shaped islands are
usually found in the ocean surrounding the northern continent.
As mentioned the Liber floridus is an encyclopedia that contains extracts of some
two hundred authorities, including the Venerable Bede, Augustine, Macrobius, Isidore
of Seville, Martianus Capella, and Hrabanus Maurus. Lambert completed the text at the
Benedictine monastery in St. Orner (near Calais] in 1120 or 1121. Copies of his Liber
floridus have been called “doubtlessly among the more impressive creations of Northern
Romanesque and early Gothic book painting.” The earliest Ghent manuscript is
Lambert’s autograph, and ten copies survive with three main redactions. The
manuscripts are illustrated, possibly by Lambert himself. Each copy contains about ten
different maps.
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While containing a less detailed Europe, both the Wolfenbüttel and Paris
manuscripts possess a complete mappamundi, together with a special and interesting
addition. Raymond Beazley, in his three-volume study, The Dawn of Modern Geography,
says of Lambert’s Liber floridus that “Nowhere else in medieval cartography do we find greater
prominence assigned to the Unknown Southern Continent.” The map measures 30 cm x 43
cm, and appears on folios 69v-70r. Danielle Lecoq, in the most extended discussion of
this particular map in the Lambert manuscripts, suggests that the map is innovative in
the way it combines traditions.
On the Paris manuscript, where this land occupies half of the circle of the earth, a
long inscription defines this ‘region of the south’ in terms not unlike those used on the St.
Sever - Beatus map (#207.13):
. . . temperate in climate, but unknown to the sons of Adam, having nothing
that belongs to our race. The Equatorial Sea [Mediterranean] which here
divided the [great land masses or continents of the] world, was not visible to
the human eye; for the full strength of the sun always heated it, and
permitted no passage to, or from, this southern zone. In the latter, however,
was a race of Antipodes (as some philosophers believed), wholly different
from man, through the difference of regions and climates. For when we are
scorched with heat, they are chilled with cold; and the northern stars, which
we are permitted to discern, are entirely hidden from them . . . Days and
nights they have one length; but the haste of the sun in the ending of the
winter solstice causes them to suffer winter twice over.

This map is the first to depict the Antipodes as separate from an Australian continent and
other carefully distinguished regions, continents, and peoples. The Antipodes are insular
and singular, and the bounded island is pictorially classed with other islands, yet it is
impossible to determine its location; indeed, the Antipodes “island” crosses between
hemispheres, among cardinal points, and athwart oceans.
The image on 69v-70r occurs in Chapter 110, “Spera geometrica.” The map is
oriented east like the T-O map, rather than a typical Macrobian zonal mappamundi,
which is oriented north. The long text outside the circular earth ascribe the map’s
authority to Orosius, Ptolemy, and Martianus, while inside, about one hundred forty
names identify and sometimes describe locations. Condensed into the left half of the
circle is the northern hemisphere and a version of a T-O map, the three rivers clearly
visible and punctuated with the island of Sicily. Above and to the left of Sicily is Rome.
The right-hand landmass is equal in size and overall shape to the North. The main area
of the region is labeled Auster: it is internally undifferentiated by rivers or separate
regions, and a schematic wavy line outlines its boundary, unlike those that outline the
North with more detailed coastal variations. The extensive passage in it says the area is
“unknown to the sons of Adam” and yet “philosophers affirm it is inhabited.” The
Australian terrain is cut off from the northern hemisphere, which the sun’s ecliptic (a red
diagonal line that runs across the equator) and two equatorial oceans emphasize. To the
south of this temperate ‘Australia’, Lambert places a zone of extreme cold, uninhabitable
by living creatures.
The Wolfenbüttel map aspires to present at one and the same time not only the
eastern half of the northern and southern hemispheres but also the western half, or the
reverse face of the longitudinal section. At the lower rim of the circle, just left of the
manuscript's spine, the largest of a string of islands contains the label, Here live our
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antipodes, but they endure night and day opposite from ours, and summer. The inscription,
implicitly identifying the antipodal island in relation to the oikoumene [known inhabited
world], pertains to the southwestern quadrant of the globe diametrically opposite the
known world. The image, however, does not quite correspond to the textual reference.
While the underside of the western hemisphere is floated into view, it is displaced in the
process from south to north. Thus, in the context of the mappamundi as a whole, the
island appears as the Antipodes not of the oikoumene but rather of the anteoihoi, or
southeastern quadrant, depicted on the right-hand page of the opening.
The seeming disparity between what the inscribed phrase says and what the
image shows has its source in the underlying principle of the map’s composition. If we
regard only the half of the planisphere on the left-hand page, we have before us a map
of the tripartite oikoumene to which the antipodal island has been correctly annexed at
the southwest. Overlaid, as it were, on this scheme is a north-oriented zonal or
hemispheric map rotated a quarter-turn counter-clockwise to an eastern orientation; this
operation leaves the southern hemisphere, the right-hand half of the map, entirely
confined to one page of the opening. The conflation of the two map types (ecumenical
and hemispheric) hinges on the one antipodal island, which consequently does double
duty as the diametric opposite of both the oikoumene and the anteoikoi. Far from posing as
a mimetically equivalent representation of geographic reality, the map in the
Wolfenbüttel Liber floridus methodically works out a conceptual model by means of a
purely pictorial logic. With the shift of the Antipodes to a position where the island serves
a dual purpose, the map achieves a comprehensive display of the quadripartite
terrestrial sphere that more fully illustrates, or evokes, Lambert’s late-antique sources,
Macrobius and Martianus Capella.
And where is the Antipodes island?
Lambert’s map distinguishes between the
sea (or seas), which divide continental
North from South, and the Great Ocean
River, which encircles the globe. The
former, as we have seen, is the (double)
equatorial ocean, and the left of the
equatorial ocean or oceans in the center
includes, in the lower middle of the
triangular area, the Atlantic off the coast
of Africa, which contains the islands of
Beata, Godes, Briona, Canaria, and other
named and unnamed islands. Within the
outer Great Sea Ocean in the North on the
far left and extending around the lower
left are the islands of Thatania, Anglia,
Hybernia, Hyberus, Thyle, and so on. Thyle
or Thule and Hyberus or Hyperborea
traditionally signal the most northern lands. Like the Earthly Paradise, which also
occupies this outer sea, the placement of these islands indicates that their location is
separate from the coast of the three continents of Europe, Africa, or Asia. The latter
circular ocean is traditional, also designating a disjuncture between the known world
and the unknown world. However, the island of the Antipodes crosses oceans. It lies just
outside the Mediterranean in the Atlantic, west of the Pillars of Hercules, and it is in the
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extreme North or Northeast because it appears next to Thule, the most northern island
according to medieval lore. It also crosses over from the Atlantic (which joins the
equatorial ocean) to the Great Sea Ocean, which encircles the whole earth. It is therefore
potentially also in the southwest, near, though distinct, from the Australian continent,
which is what the note about the different days and nights, and opposite seasons
suggests. On a map that takes great care in specifying locations, Lambert’s Antipodes
cannot, in the end, be fixed. This, according to Matthew Goldie, is a synecdoche, if you
will, of the troubling role the Antipodes play in medieval geographic epistemology.
The Wolfenbüttel mappamundi aims not merely to reconcile two cartographic
formulae. More importantly, it seeks to resolve the tension between scientific and
theological truths by harmonizing the earth, of which the oikoumene is but a tiny portion,
with the world, the stage where the history of salvation is played out. The Antipodes, the
western pole of the globe according to the map, has the Earthly Paradise as its
counterpart at the eastern pole (likewise off-center). The island of Paradise surrounded
by flames is, thanks to the Fall, inaccessible to “us”, that is, to humanity. Yet Paradise
remains connected to the inhabited world through the four rivers flowing from their
source in Eden. Just as the oikoumene seems visually to pour out of Eden, so too are its
populations generated from Adam and Eve. In contrast, the Antipodes are completely cut
off.
Christian authors disputed the ancient proposition that lands beyond the
oikoumene could be inhabited, for the existence of peoples not descended from the sons
of Adam contradicted scripture. As St. Augustine reasoned, even if on the other side of
the earth the ocean waters had receded to allow the emergence of land it does not then
follow that such land was populated. He found it patently “too ridiculous to suggest
that some men might have sailed from our side of the earth to the other, arriving there
after crossing the vast expanse of ocean, so that the human race should be established
there also by the descendants of the one first man”. The cartographic image in the
Wolfenbüttel Liber floridus, leaving the anteoikoi and Antipodes blank and unarticulated,
pictorially defines the non-ecumenical continents as the antithesis of the known world
and thereby acknowledges their emptiness.
However, the texts inscribed on both the small antipodal island and the southern
shores in the right-hand half of the planisphere are more equivocal. The one-line caption
on the former treats the word Antipodes as the grammatical subject of the verbs “live”
[habitant] and “endure” [perferunt]. The extensive legend on the latter admits that the
southern temperate zone is unknown to the sons of Adam, but instead of refuting the
possibility of the land’s habitation it impugns the humanity of whatever populations
might exist there: Nothing belonging to our race. The passage goes on to say, Scholars affirm
that the Antipodes inhabit this land. The usage of the word Antipodes in these contexts
registers a semantic shift harking back to Isidore of Seville (see #205), who blurred the
geographic distinctions of classical terminology and made it into an umbrella term for
the fabulous peoples of the unknown southern part of the world. Text and image work
together as a unit, the picture eliminating those whose humanity the longer of the two
inscriptions negates.
The ideas expressed here are supplemented by the suggestion of two more
unknown continents or ‘earth-islands’, one in the northern and the other in the southern
[western] hemispheres, lying in the expanse of an all-encircling and dividing great
ocean. Four landmasses therefore are assumed; of these, the first two were made up of
the ancient oikoumene and the Australian region just described. The other two
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landmasses were on the reverse side of the globe (corresponding in some respects with
the North and South American continents of later discoveries), and were divided by a
tropical arm of the great ocean, in the same way as the two ‘islands’ of the eastern
hemisphere. This concept reflects, in full, the theory of the ancient geographers such as
Crates of Mallos, a 180 B.C. Greek philosopher (#113). The present maps by Lambert,
however, only indicate the ‘third’ and ‘fourth’ continents (those of the western
hemisphere) by placing little circles in the margins of the Roman World, or Habitable
Earth, respectively entitled Paradise, to the northeast, and Our Antipodes to the southwest.
The idea of an undersea course of rivers from a trans-oceanic Paradise to the oikoumene
was a common belief during the Middle Ages (see Cosmas Indicopleustes, #202). “Our
Antipodes” is clearly to be understood as the continental masses exactly opposite to
Europe and Africa on the other side of the globe, inhabited by living (but apparently not
human) beings, and having a day and night in an ‘opposite relation’ to those living in
Europe; while the Paradise island is probably to be interpreted, in the same way, as
precisely antipodean to the Australian continent. The graphic expression of these ideas
in Lambert’s maps derives from several sources. First there is the suggestion of a T-O
form in the general contour of ‘Our World’. Speculations of a much higher antiquity can
be traced in the apparent indication of the Ecliptic in both the Ghent and Wolfenbüttel
world maps (in the form of a crooked line running over the Equator and marked by
three star-pictures), the obliquity of the sun’s path is clearly suggested. Thirdly, of
course, is the probable source of earlier world maps by Macrobius and/or Martianus
Capella (#201).
If Lambert’s ‘universal’ conceptions are so narrowly dependent upon classical
antecedents, it may be expected that the detailed material of the maps will also display a
markedly antique character; and indeed the relationship between the medieval
geographers and those of the later Imperial time is seldom found in more complete
expression. Most of the 180 inscriptions are entirely ancient, and must, therefore, have
referred to a lost design of the Old Roman world; the chief additions to this premedieval material were made from the geography of Lambert’s own period. We must
not, however, suppose that Lambert’s mappamundi is simply a compilation of a large
number of writers. It is not impossible that Lambert’s maps, with the exception of a few
place names, was taken bodily from an ancient world sketch of the fourth or fifth
century A.D. But even if it was the outcome (in its general outlines) of a lost original
from the days of the later old Empire, or borrowed directly from Capella, it has
obviously been greatly modified by its 12th century redactor, and, in part at least, it truly
belongs to the central medieval time frame. As to this we may notice especially some of
the islands chosen to be displayed by Lambert, such as Tritonia, apparently a name from
the Triton River in Ethiopia; Betania [Britain], placed over against the Pillars of Hercules;
the Balearics, defined simply as ‘over against Spain’, but located in the ocean; Orcades, or
British fringing-islets, thirty-three in number, lying over against Betania and Gotha.
Discernible on some of the Lambert examples shown here, the seas and rivers are
usually colored green, the mountains red, but each of the three copies of the manuscript
world map offers peculiarities of its own. The Ghent manuscript gives the most detailed
map of the European area; the Wolfenbüttel manuscript alone gives Philistia, Palestine,
Bactria, and the mountains of Taurus and Caucasus; the Paris manuscript alone contains
Gallia, Comata, Troy, and the Australian inscription (a similar but shorter description of
the Southern Ocean occurs in one of the small zone maps of the Liber Floridus).
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Besides the world map, the Paris manuscript contains (with certain differences)
several of the smaller designs which are also found in the Ghent copy of the Lambertian
encyclopedia. Thus we have Augustus Caesar holding a T-O world in his left hand
(#205J), an astronomical sketch, and an outline figure of the ‘earth-globe’. On the Paris
world map all names of seas are wanting; the Mediterranean is indistinguishable from a
river; and the continents lack all clear differentiation. The textual script, moreover, is
exceedingly difficult and Lambert’s material has been so much rearranged that it is not
easy in some cases to find agreement with the indications of the Ghent copy.
In addition to the previously mentioned sources, Lambert’s Liber Floridus also
drew from such medieval authorities as St. Isidore, Orosius, Julius Honorius,
Pomponius Mela, Solinus, Venerable Bede, Raban Maur, the Pseudo-Callisthenes and
the Bible. There are at least eight manuscripts of the text preserved in the libraries of
Europe, and it was referred to with high praise by writers of the 13th century.
Lambert has drawn a detailed world map in a zonal format. East is at the top
with Paradise a small sunburst to the left of top center, with rivers (Tigris, Euphrates,
Nile, Ganges) flowing from it into Asia. The island just to the lower left of center is the
Antipodes. The two landmasses shown are divided by the ocean crossed by the solar
ecliptic. On the right a text describes the ‘temperate southern continent, unknown to the sons
of Adam’.
The four rivers are shown streaming from Paradise. They are not named on the
map, but they are discussed elsewhere in the manuscript. The Jordan River, with its
double source in the mountains of Lebanon, flowing through the Sea of Galilee to the
Dead Sea, is also plainly visible. In addition there are biblical names (Judea, Galilea,
Philistea, Palestina, Ydumea) used by Martianus, who was not a Christian, but not in the
context of the Bible. The biblical names Lambert has chosen to use are significant ones.
He shows Paradise as an island in the Far East with Enoch and Elijah, both of whom were
believed in the Middle Ages to have been transported to Paradise without the painful
expedient of dying. He also gives us Moab, Og, Basan to the east of the Holy Land, as
reference to Deut. 1.4-5 which describes the position of the Israelites in the 40th year of
their wanderings. They had recently defeated King Og of Bashan, and were at the time
in the land of Moab. Elsewhere, in the far northeast, are the 32 savage nations confined
to an enclosure (identified with Gog and Magog confined by Alexander the Great).
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Zonal world map, Lambert of St. Omer, Martianus Capella,
Ghent copy, 1120 A.D.
The fourth or southern continent appears on the right-hand side of the map,
covered with a lengthy descriptive text from Martianus Capella. In addition, Lambert
also puts a small island in the far west, which he calls the Antipodes, observing that the
inhabitants here have night when we have day and vice versa. Several suggestions have
been made concerning this feature. Could it be an indication of the Norse discovery of
Vinland? Returning to Martianus Capella from which he draws his abbreviated
inscription, Lambert seems to be trying to indicate a body of land on the opposite side of
the world. The problems of representing a sphere on a flat piece of paper has always
bedeviled mapmakers. Lambert’s solution – to stick it in the margin of his map, like
Alaska and Hawaii on a map of the USA. His reference to days and nights and seasons
can refer only to a continent in the southern half of the western hemisphere.
The historical context of Lambert’s map has been thoroughly analyzed by
Danielle LeCoq. Asia, she says, represents the past, the rich golden age of mankind, but
also the future, as Enoch and Elijah are waiting in the earthly Paradise for the last day.
Europe is the scene of present events, but signs of its past are included. In Lambert’s
own area, Flanders, the modern name is put alongside the ‘Morini’, the tribe which
settled there in Roman times. Italy is labeled as ‘Magna Graecia’ as well as Italia. The
Island of Scanzia or Scandia is shown as the origin of the Gothic peoples. Africa below the
familiar northern coast is a land of deserts, ‘full of dragons, serpents and cruel beasts’. Its
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cursed inheritance from Ham is compounded by its current occupation by the children
of Ishmael.
Lambert’s map and the Beatus maps (#207) are the only developed examples of
what have been variously called “intermediate,” “fourth continent,” or “quadripartite”
mappaemundi. After assertions that the Southern Australian Zone on Lambert’s map is
“unknown to the sons of Adam” and a description of the barriers to communication,
Lambert says of Auster, “The philosophers affirm that it is inhabited. They claim that it is
different from us because of the opposite climate, for in summer we are burnt while they are
frozen by the cold.” That is, he hesitates; he does not affirm that the austral area is
inhabited, but attributes the idea to others. The far right-hand column of text in the
Australian continent is labeled the Zona australis (most likely the outermost, that is, most
southern, one and not the whole region), which is described as “frozen, uninhabitable,
intemperate.” Closer to the equator, the left-hand long script includes the following
observation, that “days and nights are experienced at the same time in one longitude. Also, the
speed with which the sun approaches the solstice and quickly goes back through the hoarfrost
brings them two winters.” The idea behind this passage is fairly common in medieval
world thinking, demonstrating the belief that the zone in the South closest to the equator
had two winters because of the sun’s eccentric orbit.
Whereas Lambert of St. Omer works within a somewhat narrow tradition when
he depicts a large southern continent on his mappamundi, he is unique when, in the lower
right of the northern hemisphere in the sea, he depicts and identifies a large island. The
island bears the following legend: “Here the antipodes of us live, but they endure a different
night and contrary days and summer as well.” A bold red line encloses the antipodean
island. The same line only appears in select other places on the mappamundi: it borders
the whole earth, it designates the ecliptic, and it encircles the Earthly Paradise at the top
of the map in the Far East. Black lines outline the remaining islands, as well as the edges
of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Danielle Lecoq reasons that the line means that the
antipodes are “inaccessible,” suggesting that Lambert acknowledges tradition, yet he
does not follow any authority in showing an antipodean island.
Names on the main map are largely of provinces, with only a few mountains,
rivers, or cities included, while peoples of the world are presented in the ‘list map’. The
historical content of Lambert’s maps is thus fully understood only when one looks at the
written portions of the manuscript. Some expand on the subject of place, with lists and
descriptions of places, while others fill in he historical narrative that gives meaning to
the bare schema of the maps. Thus, while he may have copied the main outline of his
map from Martianus, the context as well as his additions, definitely Christianize his
map.
The inscription on the island of Paradise tells us that the Garden of Eden is the
resting place of Enoch and Elijah, who were waiting in the place where human history
had begun for the coming of the Antichrist at the very end of time. The map also shows
Gog and Magog, confined here to an island in a corner of northeast Asia, surrounded by a
semicircular ring of water, called mare caspium, is an island on which are the words gog
magog, another reference to the Alexander legend. This seems to fit well with the
contemporary view of Gervase of Tilbury (c.1150-c.1220), who wrote in his Otia
imperialia (a collection of geography, history and curiosities, composed around 1212 for
the entertainment of Otto IV), that in India there is a Mons Caspius, after which the Caspian
Sea is called, between which and the [same] sea Gog and Magog, most savage peoples, were
enclosed by Alexander. The far east is still psychologically very far off indeed in the 12th
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century, the original context of this map. The position of Gog and Magog, just beyond
“Babilon”, in or at the edge of the Caspian Sea, bespeaks a view of a much smaller world
than the one later maps (such as those of Ebstorf and Hereford, #224 and #226) would
represent.
The Mediterranean has an island in its center, the Island of Sicily. The
surrounding ocean is filled with many more islands, the westernmost of which is Thyle
[Iceland], while there are two Hybernias [Ireland] and one Anglia, situated in near correct
position on the map. In Europe the names of the provinces depicted are Germania
(twice), Gallia (France, 4 times), Hispania, Venezia, Italia, Magna Grecia [Greater Greece also referring to Italy], Roma and others - 49 toponyms in all. Africa, which is to the right
of the Mediterranean, includes the names of Mauritania, Numidia, Libya, Ethiopia and
others. Egypt is shown in the territory of Asia.
Starting with the geographical significance given to the Fortunate Islands by Pliny
in his Naturalis Historia (second century), this archipelago becomes one of the descriptive
references for theoretical works of the Middle Ages. The geographical treatment given
by Pliny the Elder to the Fortunate Islands in his Naturalis Historia is perhaps the most
important contribution to theoretical knowledge of this archipelago. Based on the
testimony of some previous authors, like Statius Sebosus or Juba the Second (king of
Mauritania who organized an expedition to these islands around the second century),
Pliny states the localization, distances, and (perhaps more importantly) the names of the
islands, information that would be used by many of the most important scholars and
writers of the Middle Ages. Authors like Martianus Capella (fifth century), Rabanus
Maurus (ninth century), Hugh of St. Victor (12th century), and Vincent of Beauvais (13th
century) to a greater or lesser extent base their descriptions on the contributions of Pliny
and Isidore, viewing these islands from a geographical viewpoint rather than a merely
paradoxographic one. This viewpoint becomes a unifying thread connecting all
references to the Fortunate Islands close to the western limits of Mauritania, i.e. beyond
the last edges of the continental world: ‘They are situated in the Ocean, against the left side of
Mauretania, closest to where the sun sets, and they are separated from each other by the
intervening sea.’ In his History Against the Pagans (fifth century), Paulus Orosius
establishes a fundamental relationship between the Fortunate Isles and their geographic
location: ‘The Western bounds of Africa are the same as those of Europe: namely the narrows of
the straits of Cadiz. However, its uttermost end is Mount Atlas and the so-called Blessed Isles.’
This representation is gradually transferred to a graphic plane, with a series of
mappaemundi that include the Fortunate Islands on the same level as other islands such as
Thule and Iceland, which also mark the last known part of the world prior to the abysm.
This idea can also be observed in the map conserved in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
in Munich, which is based, according to some authors like Gautier Dalché, on the
writings of Hugh of St. Victor and depicts the known world. Here, at the most extreme
edges of the world, six little pieces of land (for-tu-nate-in-su-le) indicate the presence of
the Fortunate Islands in front of the western coasts of Mauritania.
Something similar can be observed in some of the maps included in the Liber
Floridus by Lambert, canon of the French abbey of St. Omer. As mentioned the Liber
Floridus is a fundamental work in medieval encyclopaedism, containing a huge
compilation of knowledge including universal and natural history, astronomy, and
geography. Among this great collection we can find several maps of different types,
from schematic tripartite examples up to the map that is considered the oldest
cartographic depiction of Europe. One of these maps includes a representation of the
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Fortunate Islands that alludes to a tradition stemming from Pliny and Julius Solinus,
showing some circular segments of land bearing the names of the islands. Here, the
Fortunates constitute the last border between the continental oecumene [known inhabited
world] and the terra incognita, which is described as ‘zona australis frigida in habitabilis
inte(m)perata’. This is a reaffirmation of the role of the Fortunate Islands as the insular
border between the known world and empty space, sharing representative similarities
with islands like Thule, and even with traditional geographical references directly
related to the most remote and unexplored edges of the world like the Antipodes,
depicted in a circular mass of land close to the Fortunates.
LOCATIONS: Herzog August Bibliothek, Codex Guelf. 1 Gud. Lat. (cat. 4305), fols. 69v-70r,
Wolfenbüttel, Germany.
Bibliotheque Nationale, MS. Lat. 8865 (Suppl. 10-2), Paris.
Rijksuniversiteit, MS. 92, Ghent.
Bibilioteca Durazzo Giustiniani, MS A IX 9, fols 67v-68r.
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague
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Zonal world map from Liber Floridus
(Herzog-August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Cod. Gud. Lat I, folios 69v-70r)
Lambert St Omer, 12th century 41.3 cm diameter
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A text in the upper left margin introduces the map as being derived from Martianus Capella. It
fills two adjacent folios and has a breadth of 39.2 cm. One of the main differences regarding the
zonal maps discussed in #201 Macrobius is that the mappa mundi of Lambert of Saint-Omer is
oriented towards the East, not the North. In this layout, the northern land in which we live is on
the front folio, and the southern one is on the reverse, both being separated by the ocean and the
solar ecliptic, depicted by an oblique line at whose ends and centre we find stylized suns, at the
junction of the two folios. As regards the oikoumene [inhabited earth], a system of aqueous
channels in the form of a “T”, a throwback to the T-O maps, separates the three continents: Asia,
Europe and Africa. At the eastern edge is located the Earthly Paradise illustrated in the form of a
sun inside which we find the reference to Enoch and Elijah (paradysus terrestris Enoc Hefyas), given
that, according to the biblical texts, God took these individuals there without their having passed
through death. From this place, the four rivers of Paradise flow which change into earthly ones so
as to irrigate Asia. Similarly, in the extreme north of this continent we find a text alluding to the
legend of the enclosure of Gog and Magog by Alexander the Great, which enjoyed such popularity
in the Middle Ages: Hic inclusit Alexander regna XXXII [Here Alexander enclosed the thirty two
kingdoms]. The northern land is completely covered with geographic features, such as rivers and
mountains, surrounded by islands in oval and circular shapes, and replete with numerous
toponymic names. These are mostly of antique origin.
The southern land comprises the temperate and inhabited zone, and the cold inhabitable
one. One large caption in the temperate zone alludes to it being unknown to the sons of Adam
and to its being inhabitable by the antipodeans:
Southern region, temperate but unknown to the sons of Adam, extending
nothing to our race. For the sea that lies between the lands, which flows from the
east to the west and divides the world, is not visible to the human eye, which is
always illuminated by the heat of the sun, which from above runs through the
Milky Way. It repels the approach of men, nor does it permit transit to this zone
by any means. Learned men assert that antipods inhabit this zone).
Also, in the extreme southwest of the oikoumene there appears a world in the form of an island of
large dimensions in which there is once again an allusion to the antipodeans: Hic antipodes nostri
habitant sed noctem diversam diesque contrarios perferunt et estatem [Here our antipodes live, but they
experience different nights and contrary days, and summer]. The repetition of a world populated
by antipodeans in the west, as well as their traditional appearance in the south, has been justified
by the difficulty implicit in the depiction of the third dimension and the spherical nature of the
world. A legend in southeastern Africa reads Locus draconum et serpentium et bestiarum crudelium
[Place of dragons and serpents and cruel beasts].
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Lambert de Saint-Omer, Liber Floridus. Diocèse de Cambrai, 48.5 x 31 cm
BNF, Manuscrits (Latin 8865, f. 62 v°)
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Map of the world, Fol. 172v-173r: schematic drawing, 36 x 36 cm, Koninklijke Bibliotheek
National Library of the Netherlands. Lambert of St. Omer, Le livre fleurissant en fleurs. Prose
translation of the Liber Floridus; place of origin England 1512. Made for Philip of Cleves, Lord of
Ravenstein (d. 1528); purchased in 1531 from his estate by Henri III, Count of Nassau (d. 1538);
by inheritance to the princes of Orange-Nassau, the later Stadtholders, at The Hague; taken in
1795 to Paris by the French occupying forces and restituted in 1816 to the Koninklijke
Bibliotheek
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Lambert of St. Omer, Liber Floridus; Place of origin, date: Lille and Ninove; 1460;
Material: Vellum, ff. 225, 408 x 286 (304 x 215) mm. Made for Pierre de Goux et de Wedergraete
(d. 1471). Philip of Cleves (1456-1528); purchased in 1531 from his estate by Henri III, Count of
Nassau (d. 1538); by inheritance to the Princes of Orange-Nassau, the later Stadtholders, at The
Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek National Library
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Key to the figure above:
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Mappamundi showing part of Europe oriented with East at the top, from the fabled manuscript,
‘Liber Floridus’ [Book of Flowers], a Medieval encyclopedia produced between 1090 and 1120 AD
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Lambert of St. Omer, Le livre fleurissant en fleurs. Prose translation of the Liber Floridus
Place of origin, date: England 1512; Material: Paper, ff. 476, 375x270 (265 x 220/175) mm, 2
columns, 30-41 lines, littera textualis. French. Decoration: 125 pen drawings; Provenance:
Made for Philip of Cleves, Lord of Ravenstein (d. 1528); purchased in 1531 from his estate by
Henri III, Count of Nassau (d. 1538); by inheritance to the princes of Orange-Nassau, the later
Stadtholders, at The Hague; taken in 1795 to Paris by the French occupying forces and restituted
in 1816 to the KB. © Koninklijke Bibliotheek National Library of the Netherlands (#205Z22)
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Lambert of St. Omer, Liber Floridus Place of origin: Lille and Ninove; 1460
Material: Vellum, ff. 225, 40.8x28.6 (30.4x21.5) cm, 2 columns, 40 lines, littera textualis. Latin.
Decoration: 98 colored drawings. Made for Pierre de Goux et de Wedergraete (d. 1471). Philip of Cleves
(1456-1528). © Koninklijke Bibliotheek National Library of the Netherlands
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Liber Floridus, Saint-Omer, 1121
Universiteits Bibliotheek, Gent
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